Rails
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

As spring melds into summer and day melds into night,

Because rails are secretive and most active at dusk and

pebbles together. Both Virginia rails and sora are common

Eastern Oregon marshes present an ever-changing proces-

dawn, they are best identified by their breeding calls. The

in freshwater and brackish marshes throughout Oregon,
but the yellow rail is one of the state’s rarest breeding birds.

frogs croak a squeaky chorus;

Yellow rails breed in shallow freshwater wetlands, particu-

Wilson’s snipe perform spiral

larly in flooded sedge meadows. In Oregon, they have a

display flights with whistling

narrow distribution within Klamath and Lake Counties and

wings; common nighthawks

occur in suitable habitats at 4,100 – 5,000 feet in elevation.

end diving flights with a

They primarily build their nests under domes of the previous

“boom;” and rails reveal their

year’s plant growth, called senescent vegetation. The total

grassy hiding places by clicks,

Oregon population is estimated to be less than 300 birds,

clucks or grunts. Oregon’s

which may represent 50 percent of the entire western

wetlands are home to three

United States breeding population. Yellow rail populations

species of rails, all of which

have been impacted by wetland loss and degradation. They

are extremely secretive. Stub-

can be sensitive to habitat changes such as drying due

by tails, short round wings,

to a lowered water table, too much flooding, or loss of

and a narrow body allow

senescent vegetation. They will colonize restored wetlands,

rails to move quietly through

so wetland conservation and restoration will ensure that

marsh vegetation. They generally stay close to hiding cover

Virginia rail’s breeding call is a repeated “ki-dic ki-dic;”

some of Oregon’s marshes still “tic” with the call of the

as they hunt for invertebrates and other foods.

the sora’s call sound like “ker-wee” or “kooEE;” and the

yellow rail.

yellow rail’s “tic-tic tic-tic-tic” is reminiscent of tapping two
Photo © Ken Popper, The Nature Conservancy
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sion of sounds: Pacific tree-
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Conservation Summaries for Strategy Species – Birds (62 species):

Species: Conservation Summaries for Strategy Species
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The federal monitoring plan
provides information on management and conservation actions for
this formerly listed federal species.
Note: Although the American
peregrine falcon has been downlisted from the federal endangered
species list, it has not met recovery
goals in southeast Oregon.

American three-toed
woodpecker
(Picoides dorsalis)
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Lewis’ Woodpecker
Oregon is home to an interesting variety of woodpeckers,

poison oak, and ash. They store acorns for their winter food

Lewis’ woodpeckers were once widespread and abun-

12 species in all. Named for the famous explorer, Lewis’

by shelling and breaking the nuts and then caching the

dant in Oregon, but have declined dramatically since the

woodpecker is one of the more unusual of Oregon’s wood-

pieces in wood cracks and bark crevices.

1950’s. The decline is thought to be due to loss of all three

peckers. Lewis’ woodpecker is striking in appearance, with

woodland types, and in particular loss of large-diameter nest
Like all woodpeckers, Lewis’ woodpeckers nest inside tree

and food storage trees; competition for nest cavities from

rosy belly, and crimson face. Its diet varies throughout the

cavities. However, unlike most woodpeckers, Lewis’ wood-

introduced starlings; and a reduction in insect populations.

year. In the spring, Lewis’ woodpeckers feed upon insects,

peckers generally do not excavate their own nest holes.

The oak woodlands east of Mount Hood provide some of

especially carpenter ants, bees, wasps, mayflies, beetles,

Instead, they use old cavities created by northern flickers

the state’s last major nesting areas for Lewis’ woodpecker.

and grasshoppers. Unlike most of Oregon’s woodpeckers,

and hairy woodpeckers. Open oak, ponderosa pine, and

They also are easily viewed on ODFW’s White River Wildlife

Lewis’ woodpecker does not hunt insects by drilling holes

riparian cottonwood woodlands provide Lewis’ woodpeck-

Management Area. By maintaining and restoring open oak,

into wood or flaking off bark. Instead, they often sit on

ers with the combination of tree cavities and diverse food

ponderosa pine, and riparian cottonwood habitats and by

branches, snags, fence posts or telephone posts and fly out

sources they need during the spring and summer. They usu-

managing snags, Oregonians can help bring back this color-

to catch insects. They also perform acrobatic maneuvers

ally spend the winter in oak habitats and often move around

ful woodpecker.

when hunting in the midst of an insect swarm. In the fall,

in response to acorn crops.

they feed on fruits such as elderberry, currant, serviceberry,
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an iridescent greenish-black back, gray collar and breast,

(Birds Cont.)

Species: Conservation Summaries for Strategy Species
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Upland Sandpiper
Their breeding meadows vary in size and type, but are often

may be affecting their populations. Upland sandpipers are

long legs and a short bill. One of Oregon’s rarest breeding

surrounded by lodgepole or ponderosa pine forests, are

no longer thought to occur in Washington, and Oregon’s

birds, they occur in Oregon as a small, disjunct popula-

near a stream, and have wildflowers and other forbs. Un-

populations have declined from approximately 80 birds in

tion, separate from the main populations east of the Rocky

controlled shooting in the late 1800’s and habitat loss led

1984 to about 20 by the early 1990’s. A thorough inventory

Mountains. They are very secretive except during the

to historic population declines. Currently, conifer encroach-

of all potential habitat, habitat research, and appropriate

breeding season when they perform theatrical courtship

ment into meadows, the use of herbicides to control forbs,

management projects are needed to ensure that Oregon

flights over their nesting areas in high-elevation meadows.

and overgrazing of some meadows in spring and summer

doesn’t lose this unique species.
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The upland sandpiper is a medium-sized shorebird with

Species: Conservation Summaries for Strategy Species

(Birds Cont.)
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Red Crossbills
A bird’s primary tool for finding and handling food is its

Because of their specialized diet, red crossbills are highly

they can be locally common or completely absent from an

beak. Depending on the type of bird, a beak (also called a

dependent on conifer seed crops.

area. Red crossbills breed in mature conifer forests because

bill) may serve as a spear, probe, net, knife, strainer, nut-

of the larger cone crops associated with older trees. The
Like most trees that produce seeds, conifers periodically

timing and success of crossbill reproduction is closely tied to

has one of the most unusual and interesting beaks. As the

have heavy seed crops. This phenomenon is called “mast-

seed availability. As a result of their food-based movements,

bird’s name implies, the upper and lower halves of the beak

ing” and ensures that enough seeds escape seed predators

crossbills need a mosaic of older forest types across water-

cross at the tip. Using the cross like a lever, the crossbill

(such as insects, birds and rodents) to allow adequate tree

sheds. Some wildlife species travel across many habitats and

can pry seeds from partly-opened cones more efficiently

germination. For example, ponderosa pine, which produces

require a landscape approach to conservation. Cooperative

than any other bird. Red crossbills primarily eat Douglas-fir,

a cone crop every 2-3 years, produces a particularly heavy

large-scale approaches such as watershed-based efforts

spruce, hemlock and pine seeds, but will occasionally eat

crop every 8-9 years. Red crossbills respond to variable

can benefit crossbills and other landscape speciess with

deciduous leaf buds, alder cones, and insects. Red crossbills

food availability by being highly nomadic, moving across

wide ranges, including forest carnivores, salmon, bats, and

are thought to include several “groups” with slightly differ-

the landscape in search of seeds. They travel in flocks of a

migratory birds.

ent bills that enable them to exploit variation in seed sizes.

few to several hundred. Depending on the local seed crop,
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cracker, pliers, or drill. Of Oregon’s birds, the red crossbill

(Birds Cont.)

Species: Conservation Summaries for Strategy Species
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Western Meadowlark
In 1927, Oregon’s school children voted the western mead-

grassland birds, such as western bluebird, Oregon vesper

certain habitat features are provided, such as increased

owlark as the State Bird. Meadowlarks’ bright, cheerful

sparrow, horned lark, grasshopper sparrow, and common

herbaceous plant diversity. Landowners can also help grass-

nighthawk, also need open grassy areas to

land birds by timing field maintenance either before or the

appearance in farm and ranch lands

feed and raise their young. Along with the

breeding season and by reducing impacts by free-roaming

endear them to many Oregonians.

meadowlark, these species are declining in

cats. Fallow fields, lightly-grazed pastures, grass seed fields,

Due to habitat loss, they are no

numbers. Grassland birds eat insects, and can

vineyards, and Christmas tree farms can provide habitat for

longer common in some parts of

serve a role in reducing economically harmful

grassland birds and some other wildlife.

Oregon and have become particularly

insect populations. Fortunately, most of the

rare in the Willamette Valley. Other

grassland birds can live alongside people if
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colors, beautiful songs, and common

(Birds Cont.)

Species: Conservation Summaries for Strategy Species
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breeding season (4/15 - 7/15) at
known nesting areas.

Slender-billed (whitebreasted) nuthatch
(Sitta carolinensis aculeate)

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
Petite stature, exclusively insect prey, and migratory habits

ponderosa pine woodlands, but is sometimes found in dry

reminder that restoration efforts should maintain commu-

make the flammulated owl unique among northwestern

mixed ponderosa-conifer stands. Thickets of small trees are

nity diversity by incorporating openings, thickets, and snags

owls. One of the smallest owls in North America, the

important for roosting habitat, and open understories, small

into restoration plans. In addition to helping species with

flammulated owl weighs just under 2 ounces. Unlike most

openings, or meadows are critical for foraging. The flam-

complex biological needs, providing diverse habitat features

of Oregon’s owls which are year-round residents, the flam-

mulated owl nests in unused woodpecker cavities carved

supports habitat for a greater variety of wildlife.

mulated owl migrates to Mexico and Central America for

into medium to large-diameter ponderosa pine or, to a less-

the winter. This small owl is closely associated with older

er extent, larch trees. This owl’s complex habitat needs are a
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Flammulated Owl

(Birds Cont.)

Species: Conservation Summaries for Strategy Species
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Northeastern Oregon is home to the state’s largest and

Zumwalt Prairie may host one of the highest raptor popula-

grasslands. Current research includes landscape factors that

most intact native grasslands. This expansive open country

tions in the nation. Grasslands also feature a variety of

affect raptor nest site availability and the effects of invasive

is important to a variety of grassland-dependent birds,

wildflowers, which host diverse insects. The insects are

plants on grassland songbirds. Such information can assist

including raptors and songbirds. High ground squirrel

food for grassland songbirds, such as savanna sparrows,

landowners and managers in providing habitat for Oregon’s

populations are prey for an impressive array of raptors,

western meadowlarks, horned larks, and vesper sparrows.

grassland-dependent species.

including golden eagles; prairie falcons; and ferruginous,

Oregon State University researchers led by Dr. Pat Ken-

Swainson’s, red-tailed, and roughlegged hawks. In fact,

nedy are studying bird populations in the Blue Mountains’
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Raptors and Grassland Songbirds

